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Introduction 

In this globalized world, a number of people are using English for various purposes. The 

number of non-native speakers has been growing large and large. There are more and more non-

English speakers studying or working in the United States, for example. They try their best to 

practice or perfect their English pronunciation in order to better adjust to their new lives. As 

English language teaching professionals, we can provide English language learners with the 

opportunity to speak in more comprehensible ways, and correct their fossilized errors with 

focused instruction. The activities designed in this portfolio can assist ESL or EFL teachers to 

achieve these objectives. 

The targeted audience is the English language learners whose English pronunciation 

levels vary from beginning level to the advanced level. All the EFL and ESL English teachers 

and tutors can employ the following activities in their classrooms. We assume that ESL and EFL 

teachers and tutors should have the training in how to help students pronounce English properly 

before they actually do so. The subsequent activities are grouped into two categories: segmental 

and suprasegmental features. Vowels and consonants will be the focus in the activities for the 

segmental features. Intonation, linking, reduction, fluency, rhythm, word stress, and sentence 

stress will be the main areas that are focused in the activities for the suprasegmental features. We 

recommend our readers to adapt or contextualize the activities according to their students and 

classroom settings. 
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Pedagogical Framework 

Our main target of teaching pronunciation rests on the facilitation of oral intelligibility, 

which is the condition of being understood. Our approach of teaching pronunciation is a 

balanced approach between top-down and bottom up approaches.  Rather than just emphasizing 

the mastery of individual sounds as was the case before the advent of Communicative Language 

Teaching, or just emphasizing fluency, we follow the view that the lack of intelligibility can be 

ascribed to both segmental and suprasegmental features (Goodwin, in Celce-Murcia 2001). The 

importance of intelligibility is also emphasized by the fact that there has been a resurgence in 

teaching pronunciation after the sway of Communicative Approach as Dr. Stevens highlighted in 

our introductory class.  

The first goal is to help students in mastering suprasegmental pronunciation features 

including intonation, linking, reduction, stress, rhythm, and fluency, which fall under the top-

down approach. This area requires students to put effort in listening to and communicating with 

native English speakers, pay much more attention to how they utilize these features while 

speaking, and thereafter, try to keep practicing. The second goal of designing this portfolio is to 

provide assistance for the students who are having difficulty in pronouncing particular sounds: 

vowels and consonants that are segmental pronunciation features, which fall under the bottom-up 

approach.  The particular sounds that students have trouble in pronouncing differ as their 

language backgrounds vary. The reason is that many errors in pronunciation result from the 

interference of first language (Avery & Ehrlich, 1992). For instance, there is no /θ/ sound in 

Chinese, which results in difficulty for Chinese students to learn it. 
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Overcoming the negative influence of one’s native language, in pronunciation as well as 

in other areas of language learning, is not easy. It requires understanding, intensive practice, and 

the desire to change (Dauer, 1993). So our goal of teaching pronunciation to the learners is not to 

make them sound like native English speakers but to enable them to surpass the threshold level 

so that their pronunciation will not detract from their ability to communicate (Celce-Murcia et al., 

1996). To be able to do so, it would be better if there is sufficient time to balance the teaching of 

both segmental and suprasegmental pronunciation features. In case of a short term pronunciation 

course, we recommend that the first and foremost focus should be in suprasegmentals as they 

have the greatest impact on the comprehensibility of learners’ English (Mc Nerney and 

Mendelsohn, quoted in Celce-Murcia, 1996). If a person is not able to speak with correct 

intonation, then misunderstanding will probably happen. For instance, when a DMV officer tells 

you that DMV is closed for one hour because of the computer problem, you probably are 

surprised and say “Really?” However, without the correct intonation, the DMV officer may 

interpret that you do not trust him or her.  

On the contrary, with the help of conversation contexts, it is easy to figure out a speaker’s 

meaning when he or she mispronounces one or two sounds. For example, when a person says 

“You need to climb over that heel.” the other people who ask for directions can figure out that 

they actually need to climb over that hill. But this is not to say that the importance of individual 

sounds always comes second. It depends on the background of the learners, and a diagnosis of 

pronunciation problems might help to decide which area needs to be improved. The importance 

of identifying the students’ problem areas has been pointed out by a number of experts including 

Celce-Murcia, Rita Wong (Morley 1987), and Henrichsen et al. (1999). Therefore, before 

incorporating the following activities into one's lesson of practicing English pronunciation, it is 
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critical for a teacher to help the student to identify which specific pronunciation area in which the 

student has trouble. 

After highlighting the need for a balanced approach, we recommend integrating 

pronunciation activities with the practice of other skills. Even in a short term course, integrating 

pronunciation activities with listening, reading, writing, and grammar points is highly 

encouraged. Judy Gilbert recommends relating pronunciation and listening specifically while 

teaching the intonational devices (Morley, 1987). Similarly, Joanne Kenworthy (1987) 

demonstrates how pronunciation and vocabulary work can be integrated such as adding 

inflectional endings to the words along with their sounds. In these ways, students are exposed to 

diverse pronunciation practice environments, which is a good way of hooking their interest.  
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Activities 

Segmental Activities (Vowels and Consonants)  

Activity 1: Try to Pronounce!  

 Level:              Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:          Practice pronouncing vowels and consonants 

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels & consonants 

Type:               Group/ Individual Activity 

This activity helps students pronounce consonants from the aspect of place of articulation, 
manner of articulation, and voicing, and vowels from the aspect of frontness/ backness of tongue, 
tenseness/ laxness, and lip rounding. Handouts for this activity are attached. 

Activity procedures: 

1. Before the class, the teacher should video tape how each vowel and consonant sound is 
pronounced. Additionally, the teacher should provide explanations on the video while 
pronouncing those sounds. The teacher can burn the tapes onto CDs. 

2. In the class, each student gets a CD. 
3. The teacher will introduce how to pronounce each vowel and consonant as indicated above.   

She can also use the handouts as overheads. 
4. The students can watch the video tape after class to practice their own pronunciation. 

Source: Jinyu Xia 
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Activity 2: Sound It Out (11) 

 Level:               Beginning/ intermediate 

Age:                   Any 

 Purpose:           Practicing letter and sound correspondence 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels & consonants 

Type:                Group Activity 

 Pre-requisite: Students should have the knowledge of letters and be able to decode basic 
vocabulary 

Related activity for spiraling and reinforcement: Activity 11 (Zoom-in and Zoom-out) 

This activity helps students to recognize that some letters have different sounds and the same 
sound might be represented by different letters. 

 Activity procedures: 

 1. Organize students into groups of two or three. 

2. Write a letter that you want to work on up on the board such as g. Give some examples of 
words containing the letter in initial, middle, and final positions. 

3. Ask different groups to give additional examples. If they need they can consult their text 
books. 

4. Write the examples in different columns according to their sounds. Help students to find more 
words if necessary. 
 
5. Try to help the students discover the pattern or rule by themselves. 

6. When they recognize the pattern, give them other words and ask the group to assign them to 
the appropriate column. Give points for the correct sounds. The group with highest score wins. 

 Source: Madhav Kafle 
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Activity 3: Guess the Word 

 Level:              Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:          Practice pronouncing vowels and consonants 

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels & consonants 

Type:               Group Activity 

This activity helps students to develop an awareness of the distinction between two similar 
sounds. Minimal pairs, for instance, cheek vs. chick, are used in this activity. Pictures that 
represent this type of minimal word pairs are used. There are two handouts available for this 
activity. 

Activity procedures: 

1. The teacher holds a picture of “cheek” in left hand and a picture of “chick” in right hand, and 
pronounces, for example, “cheek”. 

2. The students need to pay careful attention to the teacher's mouth movement in order to figure 
out which word the teacher is pronouncing, and then point to the correct picture. 

3. Then the teacher will pronounce the second of the two words. This time, the students need to 
point to the correct picture without looking at the teacher’s mouth movement.   

4. Then, the teacher holds different pictures in his or her hands to repeat the above steps. 

Adapted from Deb Detzel. 
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Activity 4: Which One Do You Want? 

 Level:               Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:           Practice pronouncing vowels and consonants 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels & consonants 

Type:                Group/Pair Activity 

 Pre-requisite: Students should have the knowledge of present tense alternative questions.  
 
This activity helps students to distinguish between two similar sounds. Minimal pairs in 
sentences are used in this activity.  

 Activity procedures:  

1. The teacher begins the activity with a review of alternative questions. E.g."Do you like a 
sheep or a ship?" 

2. The students should be randomly grouped to work with a partner. 

3. Each two-student group will get a stack of cards. Generally, each card has two different 
pictures, one on the front and one on the back side respectively. Generally, the words that these 
two pictures represent have similar vowel or consonant sounds. For instance, a picture of a sheep 
on the front side and a picture of a ship on the back side of the card. The same handout for 
activity 2 can be used here. 

4. When one of the two students holds a card with a picture of a sheep and a picture of a ship, 
that student should ask the other one a question like this: “Do you want a sheep or a ship?” 

5. The other student answers in this way: “I want a sheep.” Then, according to this answer, the 
first student should give the second student the card with the picture of a sheep facing to the 
second student. 

6. Both of the students should monitor each other’s pronunciations of /iy/ and /i/. If one of the 
students mispronounces or uses the wrong side of the card to face the other one, then the other 
student gets the card. The students who accumulates the most cards can be given a prize of some 
sort. 

 Source: Adapted from Dr. Scott Stevens’ lecture. 
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Activity 5: Keep Records! 10 

 Level:              Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:          Practice pronouncing vowels and consonants 

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels & consonants 

Type:               Individual Activity 

This activity helps students to discover their pronunciation mistakes in vowels and consonants. 
Minimal pairs, for instance, cheek vs. chick, are used in this activity. Each student works with 
their own English-speaking tutor. 

Activity procedures: 

1. Each student and his tutor will get the same list of words. Each word appears with another 
word that has one different sound, for instance, heel vs. hill. 

2. The student will read through the list of words from the very beginning to the end. 

3. The tutor should mark what she actually heard on her list. 

4. Afterwards, the tutor will give the student the list that has her marks. 

5. The student should keep practicing those words that he pronounced wrongly. 

6. Each time the student will get a different list of words. He should keep record of which sounds 
that he has trouble with for future practice. 

7. A rather extensive list of minimal pairs is included for this activity.  

Source: Jinyu Xia  

Source for list of minimal pairs:  

http://64.233.169.132/search?q=cache:2sA_Wbswbc8J:members.tripod.com/Caroline_Bowen/mi
nimal-pairs-five-pages.pdf+ken+bleile+minimal+pairs&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=us 
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Activity 6: Singin da Showa  

 Level:              Intermediate and higher 

Age:                   Any 

 Purpose:           Practicing weak forms/reductions 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels and consonants 

Type:                Group/ Pair Activity 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Choose a limerick or poem (example below) and provide a copy for each student in the class. 

2. Read it out loud (or play from a cassette) to show the rhythm or flow of stressed and   
unstressed syllables. 

3. Then let the class as a whole read the poem. 

4. Form different groups and have each group mark the schwa on their handout while you read.  

5. Do it two or three more times until they get the flow and then have one  group read the 
poem to the other groups. 

6. The group that reads best becomes the Group of the Week. 

Example: 

The IRISH PIG 
‘Twas an evening in November 
AS I very well remember 
I was strolling down the street in drunken pride. 
But my knees were all aflutter 
So I landed in the gutter, 
And a pig came up and lay down by my side. 
 Yes, I lay there in the gutter, 
Thinking thoughts I could not utter, 
When a lady passing by did softly say: 
‘You can tell a man who boozes 
By the company he chooses’ -- 
And the pig got up and slowly walked away! 

 Source: Adapted from Celce-Murcia (1996), p 303-4 
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Activity 7:  Find a Word that Matches! 

 Level:               Beginning 

Age:                All ages, especially young learners 

 Purpose:           To engage multiple sense organs for effective teaching/learning  

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels and consonants 

Type:              Group Activity 

 Pre-requisite: Basic English vocabulary knowledge. 

This activity will require the students to use drawings or TPR. 

Activity Procedures 

1. The teacher will tell students that they are going to learn some consonants or vowels. 

2. Take the sound /ay/ for example. The teacher pronounces this sound for the students. 

3. Then, the teacher leads the students to pronounce it. 

4. The teacher encourages the students to think about what things they are familiar with, such as 
flowers, animals and so forth, that have this sound. If the students cannot come up with anything, 
then the teacher should provide an example, like the word “light,” and “drive.” After that, the 
teacher should draw a picture of "light" and act out the word "drive." 

5. After a student comes up with a word with the sound /ay/, all the other students should read 
the word together. The teacher corrects their pronunciations if they made mistakes. 
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Activity 8:  Famous Quotes 

Level:       Intermediate    

Age:           Any 

Purpose:     Transcription for Pronunciation      

Skill area:   Oral intelligibility/ Segmental Vowels and Consonants    

Type:           Whole Class Activity  

Activity Procedures: 

Have the students transcribe the quotes. Then ask the students to explain them. Finally, have the 
students think up their favorite quotes and transcribe them. 

Give me a fruitful error any time, full of seeds, bursting with its own corrections.  You can keep 
your sterile truth for yourself.  ~Vilfredo Pareto 

Gɪv miy ɘ fruwtfɘl ɛrɘr ɛniy taym, fʌl ɘv siydz bɘrstiŋ wɪɵ ɪtz oʊn 
kɘrɛkʃɘnz. Yuw kɘn kiyp yor stɘrɘl truwɵ for yʊɘrsɛlf. Vilfredo Pareto 

 "I wish life was not so short," he thought. "Languages take such a time, and so do all the things 
one wants to know about."  

                               J.R.R. Tolkien (1892-1973), English Professor & author of the "Hobbit,"  

                                      "Lord of the Rings" 

 “Iy wɪʃ liyf wʊz nat sow ʃɔrt,” hiy θɔt. “Læŋwɘʤz teyk sʌtʃ ɘ taym, 
ɘnd sow duw ɔl ðɘ θɪŋz wʌn wʌntz tɘ now  ɘbawt.” J.R.R. Tolkien 

 English is a funny language; that explains why we park our car on the driveway and drive our 
car on the parkway.  ~Author Unknown 

 ɪŋglɪʃ ɪs ɘ fʌniy læŋɘʤ; ðæt xpleynz way wiy park awɘr kar ɔn ðɘ 
drayvwey ɘnd drayv awɘr kar ɔn ðɘ parkway. 
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Activity 9: Bingo with Words with Silent Letters 

Level:       Advanced       

Age:           Probably older rather than younger given the vocabulary      

Purpose:     Pronunciation and vocabulary    

Skill area:   Oral intelligibility/ Segmental/ Vocabulary with Silent Letters    

Type:           Whole Class Activity 

Activity Procedures: 

Bingo is a popular game in the ESL classroom, typically used for minimal pairs. We are 
providing two different Bingo activities. This first activity involves pronunciation of words with 
silent letters. Words with a silent ‘e’ at the end have not been included.  

The words used on the attached bingo cards are:   

climb,crumb,dumb,comb,muscle,sandwich,Wednesday,champagne, 

foreign,sign,thought,through,daughter,light,might,right,fight, 

weigh,hour,honest,heir,herb,knife,knee,know,knock,knowledge, 

calm,half,talk,balk,would,should,autumn,hymn,island,isle,castle, 

fasten,listen,often,whistle,thistle,wrap,srite,wrong,feign, 

thought,honor,could,psychiatrist.  

There are twenty cards with 16 words on each card. This activity would work when the class 
needs a distraction but the teacher wants to keep pushing on. The words are not easy words for 
the ESL, and so the exercise is worth including periodically. Prizes, of course, are in order, 
depending on the age level. 

1. Teacher hands out cards to students. If there are more cards than students, she might, 
depending on the level of the students and the difficulty of the words, give two to each 
student. 

2. The teacher calls out the word. 
3. Whichever student gets either a line (including diagonal) or the whole card filled, correctly, 

wins. The teacher needs to verify that the card was completed correctly. 

The source of the list of these silent letter is: www.About.com. 
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hymn wrong crumb island 

foreign knee knock champagne 

fasten balk would muscle 

might through calm comb 

 

right sandwich listen weigh 

fasten castle psychiatrist sign 

balk foreign heir comb 

would honest write crumb 

 

feign know often balk 

champagne weigh wrong sandwich 

foreign could herb climb 

write might comb through 

 

feign fight know wrap 

talk knee heir muscle 

write might climb fasten 

comb herb weigh wrong 
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dumb foreign should often 

muscle right thought herb 

honor fight calm know 

champagne daughter talk autumn 

 

herb could knife knowledge 

isle through foreign calm 

thought knock dumb weigh 

champagne listen heir thistle 

 

crumb write fasten often 

wrong heir honest could 

dumb comb knife muscle 

feign might hour sandwich 

 

feign would balk island 

muscle herb know crumb 

knock honor isle wrap 

talk half champagne castle 
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muscle should champagne would 

climb dumb knock honest 

foreign through crumb daughter 

autumn wrap whistle write 

 
 
 

sign dumb isle knee 

right could champagne would 

listen climb crumb weigh 

write wrong fasten talk 

 

heir should daughter crumb 

weigh autumn could sandwich 

listen right fasten whistle 

light through isle psychiatrist 

 

sandwich knife talk autumn 

wrap wrong weigh dumb 

honest write hour often 

knock knee should thought 
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would balk talk half 

isle weigh crumb dumb 

light honor knowledge whistle 

climb wrap castle foreign 

 

isle Wednesday balk would 

psychiatrist knife island light 

weigh through heir herb 

half champagne wrap feign 

 

half foreign psychiatrist knowledge 

comb daughter herb sign 

hymn knock knee fasten 

thistle know knife castle 

 

half daughter sign should 

island fasten herb wrong 

weigh write thistle knowledge 

right light wrap castle 
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comb fight crumb isle 

dumb hour write climb 

calm knee through half 

would thistle muscle listen 

 

should calm crumb honest 

dumb knock would feign 

climb heir could through 

light balk fight hymn 

 
 
 
 
 

knee isle write half 

sandwich castle often crumb 

knife foreign through should 

listen knowledge honor hour 

 

half crumb weigh dumb 

might honor wrap light 

often calm knife knock 

knee island write should 
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Activity 10: Bingo with Minimal Pairs 

Level:       High Intermediate to Advanced       

Age:           Any 

Purpose:     Pronunciation of Minimal Pairs      

Skill area:   Oral intelligibility/ Segmental/ Vowels and Consonants    

Type:           Whole Class Activity  

Activity Procedures: 

Bingo is a popular ESL activity. This is a particularly difficult minimal pair activity since the 
initial and final consonants are the same (or similar), so the student has to be very attentive to the 
vowel sounds. 

Here are the words. The Bingo cards are four by four. 

Luke,luck,look,lock,beat,bit,bait,bet,bead,bid,bad,bed,fur,far, 
for,fire,log,lug,lag,leg,lake,lack,lick,leak,who'd,hood,hoed, 
pit,had,hoot,hit,hat,hot,pat,pete,pet,leap,lip,loop,line,loan, 
lane,lean,lamb,lime,loom,seep,sheep,steep,soap,stoop,stump, 
stamp,pack,pink,puck,puke,peck,mad,mud,mend,rail,rule,roll,rip, 
rap,rope,tail,tell,tall,toll,mail,mall,mole,cheek,check,chuck, 
room,roam,ream,junk,joke,jerk,mash,mush,mesh. 

The same rules from the previous activity apply here. Once again the student can fill  out the 
entire card or just a row, depending, of course, on time. 

This activity was modified by Fran Durbin from an activity from www.soundsofenglish.com.  

The Bingo cards were generated using the web site: http://www.teachenglish.ws/bingo-
generator/ 
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stump had bid toll 

bait tall pit line 

mash soap lip mush 

mend cheek lime hoot 

 

mail lane mend stamp 

lamb room hoot pit 

leap bid mole joke 

hoed tail rule stump 

 

pit loop leg loom 

junk soap lane steep 

lag pet hat joke 

mend lack cheek leak 

 

fire hood lime tail 

leg cheek mall hot 

lane mole lake roll 

hoot pit mend steep 
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rip soap far lick 

rule roam Luke pack 

loan bet leak rap 

bit ream lack puck 

 

bed toll mole loan 

rule lag bait luck 

mush line stoop tail 

lack seep had pack 

 

sheep mole mash puke 

cheek hoot pat soap 

ream hat rap beat 

leg jerk lag mush 

 

steep bit lean mail 

mesh roam bad sheep 

stump loom ream log 

rule soap lug mend 
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toll peck puck loom 

leap junk hoed bad 

line stump bit lake 

mole room fire rap 

 

lip bed toll luck 

look mad jerk loan 

mole tail fire far 

stump puke pat leg 

 

look chuck lock toll 

steep hood peck mall 

fur lick cheek puke 

lug bait hoot fire 

 

pink sheep lug line 

bad roam bid loop 

joke junk lake far 

bet look lip soap 
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hat mail soap loan 

lean hot check stamp 

mole lip mush pit 

pat loop lake lock 

 

rule rap hat far 

mail sheep pit bait 

mash had loop bit 

leak lip mud mend 

 

room rap log mall 

hoed tail peck tell 

toll hood bed Luke 

lick fire leak bead 

 

lack peck tall had 

lane mesh lip lag 

bead lick hoot pat 

cheek stamp junk hoed 
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hit stoop bad hat 

pete rule bid cheek 

line mad pit pack 

bet lock mole for 

 

lack lake roam lug 

pete bit loom line 

who'd mud rip mash 

for hoot hoed tail 

 

rail lane bad seep 

pit bet loan loom 

steep soap cheek tail 

log lick mole loop 

 

mush peck lake luck 

lock lane bad mail 

rope chuck mud leak 

far fire bit mash 
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Activity 11:  Zoom in Zoom Out 

 Level:               Beginning/ intermediate  

Age:                   Any 

 Purpose:           Practicing letter and sound correspondence 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ segmental/ vowels & consonants 

Type:                Group/ Pair Activity 

Related activity: Sound It Out 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Whenever student has difficulty in pronouncing a word, grab the moment to correct it. 

2. Write the word on the board. 

3. Then divide the word into syllables or even smaller letter clusters. 

 4. Go through each letter cluster making sure students pronounce it correctly. Point out what 
consonant sounds are helped to make a word by which vowel sound. 

5. Now, unwind the process. Start with simpler side and go building it up. 

6. Make index cards of common pronunciation problems for later use. 

7. This process can be applied to chunking too. (Dr. Stevens showed us how to build up or down 
in class.) 

Example: 

accent 

ac  cent 

ac    ce   nt            

OR Start with  c__nt and ask how to make cent. Then go to accent. Then to other words such  as 
‘access,’ ‘necessary,’ ‘recess’ etc. 

 Source: Madhav Kafle 
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Suprasegmental Features (Linking, Reduction, Stress (Word Level and Sentence Level), 
Intonation, Rhythm, Fluency) 

Activity 12: Let's Act it Out  

 Level:               Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:           Practice the intonation of alternative questions 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ intonation 

Type:                Whole Class Activity 

 Pre-requisite: Students should already have some knowledge of alternative question intonation. 

This activity helps students practice alternative question intonations. Drama is used in this 
activity. All of the students need to stand in a circle to participate in this activity together. They 
need to raise their bodies while the tone of the alternative question is raising and lower their 
bodies while the tone is falling. 

NOTE: This activity is also suitable for students to practice intonation of other type of sentences, 
for instance, declarative sentences, tag questions, and echo questions. 
 
Activity procedures:  

1. The activity begins with the review of alternative question intonation. An alternative question 
has a increasing tone on the first tone and a falling tone on the second tone.  

2. Then the teacher will model the activity first.  

3. All the students are to stand in a circle. Two students are needed to volunteer to be a waiter 
and a customer. The waiter, student A, will ask the customer, student B, “Would you like a cup 
of coffee or tea?” The customer will answer “I’d like a cup of tea.”  

4. Then the whole group of students will repeat and answer the question together. “Would 
student B like a cup of coffee or tea?” “Student B would like a cup of tea.”  

5. Then student B will ask student C and ask “Would you like chocolate cake or ice cream?” 
Student C will answer, “I’d like ice cream.”  

6. Then the whole group students will repeat and answer the question together. “Would Student 
C like chocolate cake or ice cream?” “Student C would like ice cream.”  

7. The activity continues in the same way.  
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Example:  

Student A: Would you like a cup of coffee or tea? (With body raising and falling) 

Student B: I’d like a cup of tea.  

All the students: Would student B like a cup of coffee or tea? (With body raising and falling) 

Student B would like a cup of tea.  

Student B: Would you like chocolate cake or ice cream? (With body raising and falling) 

Student C:  I’d like ice cream.  

All the students: Would Student C like chocolate cake or ice cream?  (With body raising and 
falling) 

   Student C would like ice cream. 

Source: The drama idea is from Dr. Scott Stevens’ lecture. 
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Activity 13: Guess the Animal  

 Level:               Intermediate and up 

Age:                All ages 

 Purpose:      To practice intonation in yes/no questions      

Skill area:     Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmentals/ intonation 

Type:            Whole class activity 

 This activity provides students an opportunity to practice intonation in yes/no questions. This is 
a way of diminishing the students’ fear of making mistakes. 

Activity Procedures 

1. Choose a student to come to the front of the class. 

2. The student chooses an animal. The teacher must then decide whether the animal is one that 
the other students will be familiar with. If the teacher doesn't think so, the student must pick 
another animal. 

3. Other students in the class ask Yes/ No question with upward inflection at the end of the 
utterance. Questions should be answerable  in yes/no only. See pictures of possible animals. 
These can be used as handouts. 

4. Whoever guesses the animal has the next turn. If nobody can guess in 20 questions, the student 
in the front of the class wins a point. Example: 
 

 Sample questions Sentence stems 
1 Do you live near water? 

2 Do you eat fish? 

3 Do you give milk to your babies? 

4 Can you swim? 

5 Can you fly? 

Do you live….. 

Do you look like…. 

Do you have…. 

Can you…. 

Are you… 

 Adapted from:  Five Minutes Activities for Young Learners by Penny McKay and Jenni 
Guse.  (NY, Cambridge UP, 2007) 
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Activity 14: What do you do?   

 Level:               Beginning/ intermediate 

Age:                  Any 

 Purpose:           Practicing intonation in WH questions 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmentals/intonation 

Type:                Group/ Pair Activity 

 Related activity for spiraling and reinforcement: Activity  (Who am I) 

This activity helps students to see the difference between rising and falling intonation patterns. 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Form two groups and ask students in one group to write their favorite profession on an index 
cards and hold it or paste it on their T-shirts. 

2. Students from the other group take turns to choose a person from the first group to ask the 
question and their respective groups have to repeat after them. Here is an example: 

Student 1: Doctor, Doctor, what do you do? 
(Questioner’s group asks the same question.) 

Doctor: I take care of people’s health, that’s what I do. 
(Doctor’s group repeats the same answer.) 

Student 2: Firefighter, Firefighter, what do you do? 
(Questioner’s group asks the same question.) 

Firefighter: I put out fires. That’s what I do. 
(Firefighter’s group repeats the same answer) 

Student 3: Police Officer, Police Officer, what do you do? (group) 
Police Officer: I take care of people’s safety, that’s what I do. (group) 

3. Provide variation: If the students are little children, provide puppets and have the students use 
the puppets to “answer” the questions. 
 
Source: Adapted from Vida Zuljevic (p185) (“Using puppets with English learners to develop language,” in 
Supporting the literacy development of English Learners, edited by Terrell A. Young and Nancy L. Hadaway,  2006, 
International Reading Association, DE) 
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Activity 15: Try to Mimic!  

 Level:               Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:           Practice Linking and Reduction 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ linking 

Type:                Individual Activity 

 Pre-requisite: The students should be familiar with linking and reduction. 

This activity helps students to develop an awareness of and practice linking and reductions. The 
teacher has examples of daily life dialogs. Each student should work with a tutor who is a native 
English speakers. Also, the students should practice different dialogs each week. 

 Activity procedures: 

1. The student randomly selects a dialog for each week. 

2. The student needs to listen carefully to his or her tutor reading the dialog. 

3. While listening to the tutor, the student needs to transcribe the spoken version of the dialog 
paying careful attention to linking and reductions. 

4. The tutor needs to check whether the student did the transcription correctly. 

4. The student should practice linking and reductions using the transcription for the remainder of 
the week. 

5. On the first day of the next week, the student needs to have a conversation using linking forms 
with his or her tutor. The tutor should help the student to correct mistakes. 

6. After the conversation and correction, the student needs to choose another dialog for the next 
week and repeat the above steps. See next activity for some examples. 

Source: Jinyu Xia 
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Activity 16: I  Don'no 

 Level:               Intermediate and higher 

Age:                   Any 

 Purpose:           Practicing  contraction and linking 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ linking 

Type:                Individual/group activity 

 Pre-requisite: None 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Provide a handout that has short forms and actual forms of phrases such as 'I don'no' for I 
don't know. (see examples below)  

2. Pronounce the words first according to how they are seen to second language learners, and 
then explain that people tend to shorten many linking words. Then pronounce the words in 
shorter form as it is used in speaking. 

3. Make the whole class practice both forms that are in their handout. Write some sentences 
using the phrases in both short form and actual form that are given in the handout and practice in 
the same way. 

5. Make variations such as giving half of the students sentence strips that have only short 
pronunciation and others longer one and asking them to find their partners. Examples: 

Gonna             going to  
Wanna             want to 
Hafta               have to 
Gimme            give me  
Hasta               has to 
Can'tcha          can't you 
Won'tcha        won't you 
Watcha           what are you/what do you 
Didja               did you 
Hadja              had you 
Wouldja         would you 
Whydja          where did you 
Wheredja        where did you 
Howdja           how did you 
 Source:  Madhav Kafle 
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 Activity 17: Act and Draw (Word Stress) 5 

 Level:               Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:          Practice Word Stress 

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ Word Stress 

Type:                Pair Activity 

 Pre-requisite: The students should know that many English words are both nouns and verbs. 

This activity assists students to practice word-level stress. The teacher has stacks of cards on 
which there are many English words that are nouns and also verbs simultaneously. TPR and 
drawing pictures are used in this activity. Each student needs to work with a partner in this 
activity.   

 Activity procedures: 

1. Each pair of students will get such a stack of cards. For instance, one of the cards says the 
word "present". 

2. Student A, for instance, holds the card and pronounces "present" either as a verb or a noun. 

3. If he pronounced PREsent, then student B should know that "present" is a verb now. 

4. Then student B needs to indicate the action PREsent. (The student could act out the word or 
draw it.) 

5. If student B acted out or drew correctly, then she needs to choose a new card and pronounce 
the word on it either as a verb or a noun. Now, it is student A's turn to use actions or drawing to 
show that he knows whether it is a verb or noun. 

6. If student B did not understand the correct pronunciation, then student A needs to choose 
another card and continue the game. 

Source: Jinyu Xia 
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Activity 18: Pronunciation Pyramid 

Level:        Beginner to Pre-intermediate 

Age:           Any 

Purpose:     Recognize number of syllables     

Skill area:   Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ Word stress 

Type:           Individual or Group Activity 

Activity Procedures: 

Teacher passes out the “Pronunciation Pyramid.” She then reads the directions from the handout 
(handout attached.) Directions: Write down the topic that your teacher gives you. Brainstorm 
words related to the topic that have one, two, three, or more syllables and write them in the 
pyramid. Time Limit: _________; Topic: __________________. 

Some type of prize or reward would be in order for whichever individual or group finished first 
with the  a correctly completed handout. Additional points/prizes for students who discover more 
than 5 syllable words for the topic. 

 This activity can be used any time a new topic is introduced. For example, it could be used as a 
vocabulary builder as well as an activity for word stress. 

 Source: www.SoundsofEnglish.com 
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Activity 19. Rummy with Happy Families   

Level:       Intermediate to Advance 

Age:           Any  

Purpose:     Pronunciation      

Skill area:   Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmentals/ Syllable stress 

Type:           Whole Class Group Activity 

Activity Procedures: 

1.      Copy and cut out the set of cards for each group of four or five students in the class. Color 
copies are attached for teachers who are fortunate to have access to a color printer. Print out on 
the heaviest stock paper available and able to pass through the color printer. The cards are 
designed to have the word face so that it is easy to hold the cards in one’s hard, as if they were 
playing a regular game of cards, e.g., rummy. 

2.      Draw attention to the stress patterns and their relationships with the suffixes. Then drill the 
pronunciation of the words in each family. You could also talk at this point about what parts of 
speech are formed by the addition of the suffixes. (Note: hospital is a noun.) 

3.      Divide the class into groups of four or five. Nominate a monitor for each group. 

4.      Give each group a pack of cards and give each monitor a key. (See below) 

5.      Explain and/or give out the rules. 

Rules:  

1.      The aim of the game is for each player to collect complete families of words such as: civility, 
civil, civilize, civilization. 

2.      The monitor deals out five cards to each player. Decide the order in which you are going to take 
turns. 

3.      Players take turns to request cards from any of the other players. For example: “Gina, can I have 
‘civility’ please?” If the player that you ask has the word, they must give it to the you. You can 
then ask either this player or any other player for another card. If the player doesn’t have the card, 
take another card from the monitor. It becomes the next person’s turn. Those who know Rummy 
will be familiar with how the game is played. 

4.      When you have a complete family, put the cards face down on the table (in Rummy the cards are 
placed face up.) 
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5.      The player with the most families when all the families are complete, is the winner. 

6.      The job of the monitor is to make sure that players pronounce words correctly when asking for 
the card. If the players do not pronounce the words correctly, the monitor should ask them to 
repeat the word. (The game can be prolonged and a little tougher [nastier] if the student looses 
their turn if they don’t pronounce the word correctly. But then the onus is on the monitor and that 
might not be nice!) 

  

Key:    Civil                Civility            Civilize            Civilization 

            Equal               Equality           Equalize          Equalization 

            Fertile              Fertility           Fertilize           Fertilization 

            Final                Finality            Finalize            Finalization 

            General            Generality       Generalize       Generalization 

            Hospital           Hospitality      Hospitalize      Hospitalization 

            Legal               Legality           Legalize           Legalization 

            Mobile             Mobility          Mobilize          Mobilization 

            National          Nationality      Nationalize      Nationalization 

            Neutral            Neutrality        Neutralize        Neutralization 

            Personal           Personality      Personalize      Personalization 

            Real                 Reality             Realize             Realization 

            Stable              Stability           Stabilize          Stabilization 

            Sterile              Sterility           Sterilize           Sterilization                  

 Source: Pronunciation Games, Mark Hancock, Cambridge University Press, 1995 

Adapted with color and rules of Rummy by Fran Durbin  
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Activity 20: The Handbag Story   

 Level:       Intermediate       

Age:           Any       

Purpose:     Recognize difference between content and function words      

Skill area:   Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ Sentence Stress; recognizing content vs. 
function words     

Type:           Cloze activity 

Activity Procedures: 

The teacher hands out the “Handbag Story.”* She also shows it on an overhead projector or lap 
top. She asks the student to see if they can’t guess what the story is about. After the students 
respond by telling her that the story is about Kathy and how she lost her handbag at the 
restaurant, etc., the teacher then asks the students to fill in the blanks. She then shows them on 
the overhead with the correctly filled out story the difference between “content” words and 
“function” words, as all of the function words were the ones that were left out originally, the 
ones that weren’t necessary to determine what the story meant. 

Note: Use the attached overhead or create your own. The story with the missing words is: 

Kathy lost ______ handbag ____  ______ restaurant _________   _______  ___________ 
careless. _______ placed _________ handbag ______ _______ floor. __________ _______ 
finished eating _______ completely forgot __________ ________ __________ left _______ 
restaurant. 

Answers: her, in, the, because, she, was, She, her, on, the, When, she, she, it, when, she, the 

Attaching a picture of two ladies eating in a restaurant gives helpful visual clues. 

Source: Pronouncing American English, Gertrude F. Orion, Heinle Cengage Learning, 1997 
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Activity 21: Act and Draw (Sentence Stress)    

 Level:              Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:          Practice Word Stress 

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ Sentence Stress 

Type:               Pair Activity 

This activity helps students practice sentence-level stress. TPR and drawing pictures are used in 
this activity. 

 Activity procedures: 

1. Students work in pairs. Each pair randomly creates a sentence; for example, I want to eat an 
apple. 

2. Student A reads this sentence out loud with the stress on eat. 

3. Student B who is student A's partner should perform the action of eating to show his or her 
recognition of the stressed word in that sentence. 

4. If student B acted out or drew the word correctly, then both student A and B repeat the 
sentence with the same word stress. 

5. Then, it is student B's turn to read the sentence out loud with a different word stress and the 
game continues. 

6. If student B did not act out or draw correctly, then it is student A's turn to perform actions or 
draw pictures to show which word is stressed. 

7. Then, it is still student A's turn to read the sentence out loud with a different word stress. 

8. It will be student B's turn to read the sentence out loud with a different word stress until he or 
she can show correct identification of the stressed word. 

Source: Jinyu Xia 
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Activity 22: It's Like Music!   

 Level:              Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:          Practice Word Stress 

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ Sentence Stress 

Type:               Group Activity 

This activity helps students to practice sentence-level stress. Batons are used in this activity. This 
activity also involves every day dialogs. 

 Activity procedures: 

1. By eliciting the students' opinions, the teacher selects an everyday dialog for students to 
practice sentence stress. 

2. First, the teacher leads the students to read the dialog while he or she swings a baton. When 
she comes to a stressed word, the teacher should swing the baton up and down with big 
movement. For other times, the teacher just needs to swing the baton with small movement. 

For example, "- How can I help you? 

                        - I'd like a cup of coffee. " 

  The teacher should have swung the baton high when she said the words “help” and “coffee.” 

3. After a few times, the students will be familiar with which words should be stressed and which 
should not. Then, the teacher gives each student a baton to swing while practicing the dialog. 

4. It is very important for those students, who do not know which words should be stressed, to 
watch how their peers and teacher swing the baton. 

Source: Jinyu Xia 
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Activity 23:  What AM I?  

 Level:               Intermediate and higher 

Age:                   Any 

 Purpose:           Practicing stress shift 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmentals/stress 

Type:          Whole Class Activity 

 Pre-requisite: Students should be familiar with stress patterns with typical di/tri-syllabic words. 

Related activity for spiraling and reinforcement:  Activity 18 (What do you do?) 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Provide index cards to each student with statements like "I do not eat meat." (See list of 
statements below.)  

2. The teacher then begins the game by reading the first statement, "I do not eat meat." "What 
Am I?" 

2. The first student to answer it correctly, namely, "You are a vegetarian," gets the next turn.  

3. Other examples are: 

I take care of people’s pets (veterinarian) 

I study history. (historian) 

I make people beautiful. (beautician) 

I work in a laboratory. ( lab technician) 

I work in a library. (librarian) 

I fix electrical appliances. (electrician) 

(magic, statistics, politics, grammar, music, etc. are other possible words that can be used.) 

Source: Adapted from Celce-Murcia (1996), p149 
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Activity 24: Our School   

 Level:       Intermediate       

Age:           Middle School (given content); any age otherwise       

Purpose:     Recognize which words in a sentence to stress     

Skill area:   Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental /Sentence Stress; recognizing content vs. 
function words     

Type:           pronunciation practice 

Prerequisite: knowledge of content and function words 

Activity Procedures: 

The teacher hands out and also puts on an overhead projector or lap top a copy of the verse about 
“Our School.” 

After reviewing content and function words, the teacher asks the student to identify the content 
and function words in the verse. She then reminds them that the function words will not be 
stressed and the content words will be, and then notes that some more than others. After the 
words have been successfully identified, she displays the “answer key,” the same overhead with 
the stressed words bolded, and/or capitalized. 

A copy of the handout is attached, along with a copy of the stressed words bolded and capitalized. 

Here is the script, if you want to prepare your own version. 

Our school is the best in town. The teachers are friendly and very knowledgeable about English. 
I’ve studied at the school for two years and my English is becoming very good. I hope you will 
visit our school and try an English class. Maybe we can become friends. 

Our school is the BEST in town. The teachers are friendly and VERY KNOWLEDGEABLE 
about English. I’ve studied at the schooltwo years and my English is becoming very good. I 
hope you will visit our school and try an English class. Maybe we can become friends. for  
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Activity 25: Let's Chant!   

 Level:              Beginning, intermediate, and advanced level English language learners 

Age:                 Elementary to Adult ESL classes 

Purpose:          Practice rhythm 

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/rhythm and fluency 

Type:               Group Activity 

This activity helps students to practice rhythm and fluency. Short simple poems are used for 
students to chant as a whole group. For Elementary, Middle, and High school students, these 
poems could have connections with the subject matters that they are learning. For adults, 
teachers can use songs that the students love in this activity. 

The following poem is an example and it is about the places where animals live. 

"The bird lives in the nest, 

The whale lives in the sea, 

But home's the very nicest place 

For a little child like me."  (*The source of the poem: ESL Support, Harcour Inc., p28.) 

 Activity procedures: 

1. The teacher should chant the above poem once or twice, and the student should listen carefully. 

2. Then the teacher leads the students to chant the poem sentence by sentence. 

3. The students then chant the poem together without the teacher's assistance. 

4. The teacher needs to correct the students' mistakes each time after they chant. 

Source: Jinyu Xia  
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Activity 26: Counting Stressed Syllables  

 Level:               Intermediate and higher 

Age:                   Any 

 Purpose:           Comparing rhythm pattern in L1 and L2 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ stress/rhythm 

Type:                Group/ Individual Activity in EFL setting 

 Pre-requisite: Students should be familiar with content and function words and general stress 
rules in L2. 

This activity will help the students to recognize the differences between the rhythm in stress-
timed and syllable-timed languages. 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Write a sentence of moderate length in L1. 

2. Write another sentence of similar length in English (L2). (See examples below) 

3. Count stressed syllables in both sentences. And write bigger squares for each of the stressed 
syllables. Write relatively smaller squares for the unstressed words. 

 4. Once the students understand the difference, make the sentences in English longer and longer 
by inserting function words. Now have the students read the original sentence and the longer 
ones in the same time frame. This is relatively difficult for students in the beginning, so provide 
ample practice. 

5.  Read sentences with same content words but with varying function words and ask students to 
find the stressed syllables or rhythm pattern.  

Some model sentences: 

I go school. 
I am going to school. 
I am going to the school. 
I will be going to the school. 
I will have been going to the school. 

Source: Madhav Kafle 
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Activity 27: Test Your Skill 

Level:       Advanced       

Age:           Any, probably older is better than younger      

Purpose:     Pronunciation      

Skill area:   Oral Intelligibility/Suprasegmental/ Syllable and word stress; sentence rhythm and 
intonation     

Type:           Whole Class Activity or Individual 

Prerequisite: Exposure to chants, poems, etc. for practice with intonation 

Activity Procedures: 

Since this activity is recognized as one of the more difficult pronunciation activities for the ESL 
student, it could be adapted so that the student doesn’t have to feel that they have to “give up!” 
Each day for a month or so the class as a whole reads a verse or two of the poem out loud. 
Students are encouraged to practice it on their own as well. After a predetermined period of time, 
there could be a contest. The contest could go over a few days or perhaps take place in one day 
depending on the number of students. After the teacher feels that the students have been 
practicing the poem for some time so that there is some chance of success, the contest can take 
place. First, second and third prizes can be given to the students who manage to get through it 
with the least amount of mistakes. The students could be videoed if the teacher thought it helpful.  

 Test Your Skill 
 

Dearest creature in creation, 
Study English pronunciation. 
I will teach you in my verse 
Sounds like corpse, corps, horse, and 
worse. 
I will keep you, Suzy, busy, 
Make your head with heat grow dizzy. 
Tear in eye, your dress will tear. 
So shall I! Oh hear my prayer.  

Just compare heart, beard, and heard, 
Dies and diet, lord and word, 
Sword and sward, retain and Britain. 
(Mind the latter, how it's written.) 
Now I surely will not plague you 
With such words as plaque and ague. 
But be careful how you speak: 

Say break and steak, but bleak and streak; 
Cloven, oven, how and low, 
Script, receipt, show, poem, and toe.  

Hear me say, devoid of trickery, 
Daughter, laughter, and Terpsichore, 
Typhoid, measles, topsails, aisles, 
Exiles, similes, and reviles; 
Scholar, vicar, and cigar, 
Solar, mica, war and far; 
One, anemone, Balmoral, 
Kitchen, lichen, laundry, laurel; 
Gertrude, German, wind and mind, 
Scene, Melpomene, mankind.  

Billet does not rhyme with ballet, 
Bouquet, wallet, mallet, chalet. 
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Blood and flood are not like food, 
Nor is mould like should and would. 
Viscous, viscount, load and broad, 
Toward, to forward, to reward. 
And your pronunciation's OK 
When you correctly say croquet, 
Rounded, wounded, grieve and sieve, 
Friend and fiend, alive and live. 

Ivy, privy, famous; clamour 
And enamour rhyme with hammer. 
River, rival, tomb, bomb, comb, 
Doll and roll and some and home. 
Stranger does not rhyme with anger, 
Neither does devour with clangour. 
Souls but foul, haunt but aunt, 
Font, front, wont, want, grand, and grant, 
Shoes, goes, does. Now first say finger, 
And then singer, ginger, linger, 
Real, zeal, mauve, gauze, gouge and 
gauge, 
Marriage, foliage, mirage, and age.  

Query does not rhyme with very, 
Nor does fury sound like bury. 
Dost, lost, post and doth, cloth, loth. 
Job, nob, bosom, transom, oath. 
Though the differences seem little, 
We say actual but victual. 
Refer does not rhyme with deafer. 
Foeffer does, and zephyr, heifer. 
Mint, pint, senate and sedate; 
Dull, bull, and George ate late. 
Scenic, Arabic, Pacific, 
Science, conscience, scientific. 

Liberty, library, heave and heaven, 
Rachel, ache, moustache, eleven. 
We say hallowed, but allowed, 
People, leopard, towed, but vowed. 
Mark the differences, moreover, 
Between mover, cover, clover; 
Leeches, breeches, wise, precise, 
Chalice, but police and lice; 
Camel, constable, unstable, 
Principle, disciple, label. 

Petal, panel, and canal, 
Wait, surprise, plait, promise, pal. 
Worm and storm, chaise, chaos, chair, 
Senator, spectator, mayor. 

Tour, but our and succour, four. 
Gas, alas, and Arkansas. 
Sea, idea, Korea, area, 
Psalm, Maria, but malaria. 
Youth, south, southern, cleanse and clean. 
Doctrine, turpentine, marine. 

Compare alien with Italian, 
Dandelion and battalion. 
Sally with ally, yea, ye, 
Eye, I, ay, aye, whey, and key. 
Say aver, but ever, fever, 
Neither, leisure, skein, deceiver. 
Heron, granary, canary. 
Crevice and device and aerie. 

Face, but preface, not efface. 
Phlegm, phlegmatic, ass, glass, bass. 
Large, but target, gin, give, verging, 
Ought, out, joust and scour, scourging. 
Ear, but earn and wear and tear 
Do not rhyme with here but ere. 
Seven is right, but so is even, 
Hyphen, roughen, nephew Stephen, 
Monkey, donkey, Turk and jerk, 
Ask, grasp, wasp, and cork and work. 

Pronunciation -- think of Psyche! 
Is a paling stout and spikey? 
Won't it make you lose your wits, 
Writing groats and saying grits? 
It's a dark abyss or tunnel: 
Strewn with stones, stowed, solace, 
gunwale, 
Islington and Isle of Wight, 
Housewife, verdict and indict. 

Finally, which rhymes with enough -- 
Though, through, plough, or dough, or 
cough? 
Hiccough has the sound of cup. 
My advice is to give up!!! 
Source: www.About.com/library/weekly/; 
also, Dr. Stevens used this in his handouts. 
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Activity 28: Spot the Differences   

 Level:               Beginning to advanced 

Age:                All ages 

 Purpose:           Practicing letter and sound correspondence 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ suprasegmental/ prominence/ fluency 

Type:              Pair Activity 

 Pre-requisite: Knowledge of basic sentence structure such as ‘I see a dog,’ ‘I have a 
house,’ My cat is sitting on a chair,’ etc. 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Provide two students with similar pictures each with subtle differences between them. 

2. They should not show each other their picture, but describe it orally. For example, 

Student A: I have a dog and my dog has long tail. 

 Student B: I have a dog TOO, but my dog has a SHORT tail. 

Student A: My dog is running after a bird. 

Student B: My dog is running after a CAT. 

Student A: My picture has a monkey in a tree. 

Student B: My picture has two MONKEYS in a tree. …. 

3. Make students take turns being the  initiator  Encourage students to find such pictures 
of their own and practice. 

  Source: Adapted from Celce-Murcia (1996), p. 183 
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Activities for both Segmental and Superasegmental Features 

Activity 29: Capture and Review   

 Level:               Beginning/ intermediate/ Advanced 

Age:                  Any 

Purpose:           Using technology to teach/learn pronunciation 

Skill area:         Oral intelligibility/ segmental/suprasegmentals 

Type:                Individual record and review 

 Equipment needed: Cassette player/recorder or computer 

This activity allows teachers to help students monitor their own pronunciation. 

 Activity Procedures 

 1. Choose a common pronunciation problem. The choice can be done at sentence, phrase, 
word or phoneme level. 

2. Demonstrate to the students how they can use the available instrument to improve their 
pronunciation, e.g., cassette players, computer or recorder. The students can use a 
CD_ROM or online source to listen to the problem sounds. Then the student records and 
reviews their own voice and sends it to the teacher for feedback. 

3. Many students find reviewing one’s own utterances a great help in improving their 
own pronunciation. Even peers can be involved in helping improve each others’ 
pronunciation.  

Examples: 
Record/listen Minimal pairs, tongue twisters, 

Hug hog          leave live         peach pitch      seat sit 

Do you still steal? They ship sheep. 

Record/review stress/intonation/fluency:  /s/, /z/, /Iz/;  /t/, /d/; linking,  reduced forms … 

Photograph, photography, photographic 

Dogs, kids, socks, hats, buses, classes   stopped, wanted, killed… 
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Reading Aloud:  Any passage from a story; or dialogues from plays etc. 
Source: Madhav Kafle 
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Activity 30: Chunking/Cloze  18 

 Level:             Beginner to Advanced 

Age:                 Any 

 Purpose:           To train the ear  

Skill area:        Oral intelligibility/segmental/suprasegemntal 

Type:                Whole class Activity 

 Pre-requisite: If students are beginners, ability to process longer chunks might be 
necessary. 

Modified version of classic dictation (dictocomps/cloze) can be used to teach 
pronunciation. The next activity (chunking) also provides practice in finding word 
boundaries. 

Activity Procedures 

 1. Some examples of chunking that produce a different meaning depending on intonation. 
For example: 

A. “Alfred,” said the boss, “is stupid.”          (meaning = Alfred is stupid) 

B. Alfred said, “The boss is stupid.”              (meaning= The boss is stupid) 

2. For cloze, provide students worksheets that have blanks in certain spaces to be filled in 
by the students while listening to the teacher. It can be a passage, a dialogue or poem. For 
example: 

California Drivers 

A: How did you come into work today, then? 

B: I drove. 

A: What were ________ roads like? (the) 

B: Oh, terrible. You  know what  California drivers ______ like when it’s  raining. I saw 
three accidents  ______ the way here. (are, on) 

A: Three accidents? Was  this _________  the freeway _____  the city streets? (on, or) 

B: On the  freeway. 
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A; Was anybody hurt, ______ you think? (do) 

B: Oh, I don’t think so. The accidents were all sorts ________  fender-benders! (of) 

 3. The student or group that gets the most answers correct reads the next cloze or 
chunking. 

 Source: Adapted from Celce-Murcia (1996), p 233 
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Useful Websites: 

http://www.developingteachers.com/phonology/sound_activities1.htm (useful sound 
activities with short descriptions) 

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/try/resources/pronunciation/phonemic-chart (British 
English you hear the sounds both consonants and vowels)  

http://www.umanitoba.ca/faculties/arts/linguistics/russell/138/sec1/anatomy.htm 
(describes anatomy of vocal tract among other things) 

http://www.soundsofenglish.org/activities/index.htm ( a great site with many links 
including tips for teachers, activities, handouts, and printable worksheets) 

http://iteslj.org/links/ESL/Pronunciation/ (a  resource with 14060 registered links as it 
claims) 

http://www.lclark.edu/~krauss/toppicks/pronunciation.html ( gives links to activities to 
different levels for independent study) 

http://www2.gsu.edu/~esljmm/ss/furtherreading.htm (list of resources, recipe books and 
articles to begin) 

http://eleaston.com/pr/home.html 

Other sites of interest: 

http://www.teachingenglishgames.com/Articles/Teaching_Pronunciation.htm  

http://esl.about.com/od/childrenslessonplans/a/readrhyme.htm  

http://www.pronuncian.com/materials/podcasts/Episode_8.aspx  

http://www.ugoeigo.com/  

http://www.eslflow.com/pronunciationlessonplans.html  
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http://www.e-pron.com/  

http://www.eslgold.com/pronunciation/reduction.html  

http://www.esl-galaxy.com/pronunciation.html  

http://edition.tefl.net/ideas/pronunciation/top-fun-pronunciation-games/  

http://www.tuj.ac.jp/newsite/main/tesol/publications/studies/vol_27/index.html (resource 
articles) 

http://writing.colostate.edu/guides/teaching/esl/pronunciation.cfm 
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Pictures that can be used in any minimal pairs activities 

     
Sheep       vs.                        Ship 

 

      
   Sink     vs.    Think 

 

  
 Pray     vs.   Play 
 


